This is a FREE OPEN ART HAPPENING for everybody: free artists, openminded audience, children, adults, stylish guys, mindfuckers, damned poets and whatever you are! You are welcome to this JAM OF ART, with your media, your messages, your body and your joy!!

Join in the exhibition! You don’t need to book, you don’t have to pay! You can show your stuff, see the art pieces, SHARE your work with others. no money, no references, no rules.

It’s an art exhibition
- everybody can exhibit
- it’s non-profit
- there is no program of artists
- there is no competition, no winner and no loser
- the concept is to give art to everybody and to do a unique art happening like a FLASH MOB
- the social purpose is to encourage autonomous thinking and to engage the community

Spontaneous language with sustainable art
Spontaneous art with sustainable culture

Reclaim the free expression without institutions, galleries, sponsors, clubs, colleges, money, marketing... we’d spread art in the streets close to the people, we’d speak the languages of everybody, we’d speak our style with our creativity, we’d tell our messages without limits.

THIS IS A TAZ

Destroy the art market of the rich elite, the self-reference of art by the official corporate art society. Destroy the standard language of contemporary art of galleries and their lobby, useful only for their business, but not for our expression, liberty, love, soul, mind, body and life.

Destroy the impotence and sterile archive of the museums, institutions, mainstream media, like a fireman extinguishing the fire of art, of the new rebellions, for a useless glory of one second or for new content to sell.

ILLEGAL WHEN THE LAW IS NOT RIGHT

The market fills any spaces and possibilities of communication with crap advertising instead. Propaganda inventing a democracy that doesn’t exist. All expressions are influenced by corporations and government, everything is done only for the business, the security paranoia takes control of everything, that is not right. War is not right, lies are not right, slaves are not right, panic is not right, advertising with only one message (buy) is not right, this is not democracy. Illegal like censorship, illegal like war, illegal like dictatorship. ****** !!! ILLEGAL ART SHOW !!! ******

ON THE STREET !!!
SUNDAY 23 OCTOBER 15 PM MEETINGPOINT: BRICKLANE corner of Slater Str. Come with your art!!! Come in order to see and to make art.
INFO: 07913621012 - london@illegalartshow.com